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Notices
This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents Goat
Consulting’s current product offerings and practices as of the date of issue of this
document, which are subject to change without notice. Customers are responsible for
making their own independent assessment of the information in this document and any
use of Goat Consulting’s products or services, each of which is provided “as is” without
warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. This document does not create any
warranties, representations, contractual commitments, conditions or assurances from
Goat Consulting, its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. The responsibilities and liabilities of
Goat Consulting to its customers are controlled by Goat Consulting agreements, and
this document is not part of, nor does it modify, any agreement between Goat
Consulting and its customers.
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Introduction
In 2015, Goat Consulting began offering Amazon Marketplace business services to brands and
manufacturers selling on the Amazon.com marketplace. One of the key benefits to bringing on a
partner like Goat Consulting is that it gives brands and manufacturers the opportunity to work
with experts who devote their entire focus to the Amazon Marketplace.
This white paper is an introduction to marketing on Amazon and the different functions relating
to marketing products on Amazon. It discusses the topic of merchandising and how the content
of product listings affect the Amazon customers’ purchasing decision; and the different
advertising campaigns provided by Amazon to drive traffic to your product listings.
We hope that by the end of reading this you have a better understanding of:
● The importance of properly marketing your products on the Amazon marketplace
● How to communicate your product's value to customers through product listing content
● Driving traffic to product listings through the different advertising campaigns on Amazon
If you have any questions regarding this white paper or anything Amazon related, please reach
out to us at https://www.goatconsulting.com/contact-us.
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Amazon Marketing Functions Introduction
Amazon is a competitive marketplace. As of this writing, there are more than 2.5 million sellers
selling on Amazon.com. With this competition, the 300 million1 Amazon customers can browse
between similar products to compare value, price and product features. This makes it crucially
important to merchandise products by explaining the key product features and how the product
is better than similar products. With this level of competition marketing a product can be
expensive due to the nature of cost per click (CPC) advertising. The more crowded the sales
category, the more expensive it is to market a product. Even though it may be expensive to
compete, the reward is often worth the cost. If a product is positioned well in the market and
presents significant value, Amazon can be a remarkably lucrative sales channel for businesses.
Marketing is involved in all aspects of selling on Amazon, from merchandising to advertising.
From designing a product’s listing to promotion, it is important to keep in mind how an Amazon
customer shops in order to understand how the Amazon marketplace operates. The majority of
customers shop on Amazon by inputting the keyword to what they are searching for.
The Amazon Search Bar, customer’s starting point for shopping on Amazon

The purpose of nearly all marketing is directing customers to consider your product or brand
and then sell them on its value resulting in a purchase. Marketing on Amazon.com is no
different. The purpose of marketing functions on Amazon.com is to drive customers to visit a
product listing and then sell them on its value compared to alternative products, resulting in a
purchase.
This divides Amazon Marketing Functions into two groups:
• Functions that drive customers to visit your listing and;
• Functions that sell the product’s value.
The marketing functions that sell the value of a product to customers can all be found on the
product detail page or “product listing.” The listing’s bullet points, title, product description,
images/media, product reviews and backend search terms all influence an Amazon customer’s
purchase decision. Pricing and shipping options also play a role in this decision. Additional
services Amazon provides to enhance your product detail page include A+ Product Detail Page
Content and the Amazon Vine review program. Product listings need to convey the product’s
value to the customer clearly and quickly because their exposure to your product listing will be
brief and there is limited amount of characters and images allowed.

1

http://www.geekwire.com/2016/new-study-amazon-reaches-63m-u-s-prime-members-surpassing-half-ofcustomer-base-for-first-time/
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The marketing functions that drive customers to product listings are largely found in AMS or
Amazon Marketing Services. These marketing services include sponsored product campaigns,
product display ads and headline search. These functions are all about driving interested
customers that are ready to purchase to a listing. For maximum efficiency of marketing
spending, sellers need to be specific regarding who is targeted.

Merchandising on Product Detail Pages
The product detail page is where sellers sell the Amazon customer on the value of your product
in the product’s price, shipping options, customer reviews, title, bullet points, images/media and
a description. Search terms are also an important aspect, although they cannot be seen in the
product listing. Search terms are a list of keywords sellers submit to Amazon so they can be
properly categorized and products can be easily searched and found. The product detail page’s
copy “title, bullet point, product description and search terms” and price are the most
fundamental aspect of the product detail page.

Product Pricing
Pricing a product correctly is extremely important on Amazon.com due to the transparency of
similar products for sale. Amazon allows consumers to easily compare the value of many
products at the same time. Pricing a product incorrectly can affect the value between like
products and the buy box of selling the same product.
If a product is priced too high in relation to similar products – resulting in low sales conversion,
the product will not be ranked well organically on product search result pages. This will make it
difficult for customers to find the product. Consumers will likely select cheaper alternative
products unless the product is sold under a luxury quality-focused brand that justifies the pricing
premium.
When there are additional sellers offering the same product (competing for the buy box), the
lowest offered price for a product typically wins the buy box. If the product is offered at too high
of a price, the seller will not receive the buy box and make little to no sales. It may be difficult for
wholesalers and resellers to protect their margins on Amazon when competing directly with
manufacturers and brand owners.
If you have a wholesale approach to selling to retailers and do not price your products correctly,
retailers may have the ability to sell those products on Amazon for a profit. Which will then
require you to compete against yourself on the product listings of the brand that you own.
Understanding your sales model and understanding the costs of selling on the marketplace is
vital for protecting your brand on Amazon.
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Product Listing Copy (Title, Bullet Points, Description, and Search Terms)
The product listing copy is one of the most fundamental aspects of a product’s success on
Amazon. If the listing and backend search terms are written correctly, two things can happen.
First, Amazon’s algorithm will be able to identify what the product is and the product listing will
be able to be searched by Amazon customers. Once the customer finds the product listing they
will be able to understand the product's value quickly to make an informed decision.
As mentioned in the introduction, it is important to focus on two things while marketing on
Amazon: the customer's shopping process and how the Amazon marketplace operates and is
organized. Keywords are crucial to both the shopping process and how Amazon operates.
Keywords and Keyword Phrases “which are sequences of keywords” are what customers use to
search for products on Amazon and how Amazon’s algorithm categorizes and sorts products.
When a customer searches for a keyword, Amazon’s algorithm searches the marketplace for
the most relevant products related to that keyword and loads them for the customer.

The Amazon search algorithm is trying to display the products that provide the best shopping
experience for the customer. Amazon is trying to align what the customer is searching for, with
the best value and experience for the customer. This considers sales volume,
shipping/fulfillment, seller reviews, and product reviews. The algorithm displays the best value
products first, followed by the second and so on.
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The algorithm determines which products are associated with that keyword by looking at a
product listings title, bullet points, description, and search terms.
Amazon Product Listing Page

Title
The title is an important aspect of the product detail page’s copy because it is one of the first
things consumers see about your product. The title should read easily, summarize important key
features, and include the brand name and product title.

Key Product Features (Bullet Points)
Product features are displayed on Amazon in five bullet points. Each bullet point should be
unique in that each should address a separate key feature or value proposition of the product.
Bullet point copy needs to be simplified and concentrated as they have character limits and
having too many bullet points may result in consumers losing focus and interest in the product.
The key to writing good key features is finding the right balance between simplicity and detail.

Description
The product’s description has a larger character limit than the key features, allowing sellers to
go into more detail describing your product. Sellers should use this section of copy to provide
the details about the product which were left out of the bullet points or to expand upon the key
product feature ideas. This is a good section to include product specs and dimension.

Search Terms
It’s important to write listings that not only efficiently communicate a product’s value but also
clearly contains keywords related to the product so that the product works well with the
algorithm and can be easily found on Amazon by your customers. One of the first things to
focus on when writing the copy for product detail page is creating a list of keywords most
associated with the product. When considering keywords put yourself in the shoes of your
potential Amazon customer. What words are they going to type into the search bar to look for
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your product? For example, let’s say you sell a high-end floor lamp. A customer looking for this
product may search any one of the following terms: lamp, floor lamp, luxury floor lamp, home
lighting, household lighting, living room lighting, living room lamp, living room floor lamp, etc. A
single product may be known by countless different titles or names. It’s important to incorporate
these keywords into the title, bullet points, description and search terms of your listing. The trick
is to keep your listing copy clean and readable while filling it with as many relevant keywords as
possible.
Listing Copy Takeaways
● A product detail page’s copy contains (title, bullet points, description and search terms)
● Amazon’s algorithm pulls keywords from your detail page’s copy
● Keywords are how Amazon’s algorithm categorizes your products and how Amazon
customers find your product
● The copy on your product detail page needs to communicate the value of your product
clearly and efficiently while containing the relevant keywords of the product

Product Images
When a customer shops in a traditional brick and mortar store they like to inspect the item
before they purchase it. They like to take a closer look at the quality and inspect the packaging
and labels. Amazon customers are no different. Images and videos are one of the most
important aspects of selling your product’s value on Amazon. It is the only way customers can
inspect your product. During the 2015 holiday season, 70 percent of purchases on Amazon
were made on a mobile device.2 As more purchases online happen on mobile devices, images
of your product are more important than ever.
Zoom-in feature for product listing image

2

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151227005030/en/Amazon-Celebrates-Record-SettingHoliday-Prime-Amazon-Original
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The main image for the product is the one that will be displayed with the product title when the
product is shown outside of the product detail page. Aside from that main image, you can
upload up to six other media files to be displayed on your product listing page. Uploaded images
should be at least 1000 by 1000 pixels in order to enable Amazon’s zoom-in feature.
The zoom-in feature allows Amazon shoppers to hover over your images for a zoom-in view.
This allows shoppers to closely inspect all elements of the product. Images uploaded should be
in JPEG and videos in MP4. Amazon’s compliance guidelines state:
Every product on Amazon needs one or more product image. The primary image
of your item is called the “MAIN”. The MAIN image represents an item in search
results and browse pages, and is the first image customers see on an item's detail
page. Choose images that are clear, easy to understand, information-rich, and
attractively presented. Images must accurately represent the product and show
only the product that's for sale, with minimal or no propping. Images are very
important to customers, so quality matters.3
Avoid busy images that distract from your product. The main image should be a front profile of
the product with a white background. The other seven images should be an assortment of side
profile image, label images or images of the product in use. Images can make or break the
success of a listing on Amazon. Poor images will shake potential customer’s confidence in your
product and can result in them purchasing alternative products. Great images allow customers
to fully inspect all aspects of the product, increasing conversion rate for your listing. Video files
also can be uploaded in place of images and are great for informing customers about your
brand and your product.
Product Images Takeaways
● Images are how Amazon customers are able to inspect your product and play a critical
role in selling the product value
● As mobile shopping becomes more popular, images play a larger role in the Amazon
customer decision process
● A total of eight images or video files can be uploaded per product
● The largest dimension of a image should be at least 1000 pixels
● The main image should be a front profile of the product with a white background
● Videos can be a great tool to inform the customer about the product and your brand

Product and Seller Reviews
3

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200202110
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One of the keys to Amazon’s success is its product and seller review programs. After a
customer purchases a product on Amazon they can write a review of the product and rate it on
a five-star scale. Customers can also rate in the same way the performance of the seller
“shipment, customer service and fulfillment.” This feature gives Amazon shoppers the
confidence to purchase many different categories of products on Amazon. The five components
shown when customers are browsing through products is product title, image, price, product
review rating and the prime shipping badge, if it’s available for that product.
Amazon Product Review Page

The product review rating is held in high regard by Amazon customers. A star rating of 4 to 5
stars with many reviews shows that many customers have purchased and enjoyed the product.
A star rating of 1 to 3 stars with few reviews show either the product is low quality or did not
align with the expectations of the customer.
Since the product rating is one of the first things an Amazon customer looks at when browsing
for products, it can either invite them to click on your product detail page or scare them away to
alternative products. If your product has no reviews it will lack a star rating. This can scare
customers off almost as much as a bad product review rating. Lack of reviews can inhibit a
product's sales growth and poor product reviews can quickly doom the success of a product in
the market. In this situation it helps to have a large internal customer email list where you can
push and promote the newly launched product to quickly gather positive reviews.
The seller review rating on seller central (different than a product review) is important to track
because a poor seller review rating can get your Amazon sales account suspended. Amazon
customers can grade a seller based on whether the product delivered is as advertised, if the
product was damaged in transit and the customer service for the product that’s provided.
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Product and Seller Reviews Takeaways
● Amazon customers can leave both Seller and Product Reviews after purchasing an item
● A product’s reviews are summarized by a star rating ranging from 1 to 5
● Amazon customers hold product reviews in high regard and the star rating of a product
weighs heavily on a customer's purchase decision
● A star rating of 4 to 5 can attract potential customers to your product detail page; a star
rating of 1 to 3 can scare customers away from your product
● Seller rating is important as well; a poor seller rating can result in your seller account
being suspended by Amazon

A+ Enhanced Marketing Content (EMC)
The amount sellers can educate Amazon customers about their brand and product is limited on
the product detail page. A+ Enhanced Brand Content, is a paid option that provides sellers with
the option to add additional enhanced content to your product detail page. The additional
content, which if added can be found below the product description, is highly customizable. A+
EMC is built from a modular system which allows you to mix and match many different modules
which contain assorted image and video windows, text boxes and charts. These modules are
great for educating your customers about your brand, further explaining the product above and
exposing them to other products you offer. This additional content is not free. Amazon offers a
do-it-yourself option and an Amazon creates option. Pricing can range from $500 to $1,500
based on your product and its category.
A+ Enhanced Brand Content Example

A+ EMC Takeaways
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A+ Enhanced Marketing Content (EMC) is additional content that can be added to your
product detail page
Great for educating customers about your brand, the product above or other products
that your brand offers
Modular design allows you to create effective custom content
Price ranges from $500 to $1,500 per product detail page
Amazon offers do-it-yourself and Amazon creates services

Amazon Marketing Services (AMS)
The purpose of Amazon marketing services is to drive traffic to product listings. Amazon
Marketing Services contains three main services. Sponsored Product Campaigns, Product
Display Ads and Headline Search. These three services offer the opportunity for you to place
ads for your product listing across the Amazon marketplace. On Seller Central, Sponsored
Product Campaigns are found on the campaigns manager portal under the advertising tab.
When a customer clicks on an ad, they are taken to your product detail page where they can
purchase your product. There are a few key terms that you need to understand (AMS) Amazon
Marketing Services.
Sponsored Products Campaigns (Campaign Manager)
Amazon Sponsored Products is an advertising channel for driving traffic to your product listing.
Sellers bid on keywords they think their customer would click on to look at their product listing
and ultimately make a purchase. Your product listing “Jumps the line” to place your product
listing as a first initial product listing showed for your keyword.
For the keyword “Backpack” the first two listings are being shown because the seller is paying for “Sponsored Products” advertising

There are two types of Amazon Sponsored Product Campaigns: Automatic and Manual.
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Automatic Sponsored Products
The Automatic Sponsored Products gives control of keywords you are targeting to
Amazon. Amazon scrapes your product listing to understand what the product is and
automatically runs a sponsored products campaign.
Manual Sponsored Products
With Manual Sponsored Products, the seller inputs the list of keywords a customer
would search to find and purchase the product.
Product Display
Amazon Product Display Campaigns places an advertisement within product listings. The two
different types of Product Display advertising are: Product and Interest.
Arrow is pointing to a Product Display advertising. Adverting a complimentary TSA approved toiletry bag with a backpack.

Product Display – Product
Product Display targeting products allow sellers the opportunity to advertise your
selected product on other listings. You can advertise on other products you sell. For
example, setting up a product display campaign for a new product advertised on a bestselling product in your catalog to cross-promote and expand the new product’s
exposure. Another strategy is setting up a product display advertisement that targets
your competitor’s listing. Every sale through this type of promotion not only is a sale for
your product, but takes away a sale from a competitor.
Product Display – Interest
You can target customers based on shopping behavior through the product display
interest ad campaign. The interests you can target include: “Books,” “Clothing Shoes
and Jewelry,” “Digital Media,” “Electronics,” “Grocery,” “Health and Beauty,” “Home and
Garden,” “Kids and Baby,” “Lifestyle Hobby and Professional,” “Movies and TV,” “Music,”
“Pet Supplies,” “Sports and Outdoors,” “Tools, Auto and Industrial” and “Toys and
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Games.” Within each of these categories of interests there are five to 15 sub-interests
that can be selected and targeted.
These ads will run on a host of different styles of products but will align with the type of
shopper you are targeting. For example, a customer may purchase a lot of basketball
types of products which will make this customer fall into the “Sports and Outdoors”
category. A seller of basketballs can target this type of demographic and this shopper
will now be receiving ads for basketballs on different types of products, like a basketball
display ad on a toilet paper product listing.
Headline Search
Headline Search allows sellers to advertise a top line banner ad on the search results page.
These are keyword targeted cost-per-click ads. Sellers can advertise a group of similar
products, a best-selling products page or an Amazon store.4
Hasbro, Inc is using a headline search advertisement to target the “Toy Car” keyword

Key Terms
Keywords – Keywords are what Amazon customers type into the search bar located on top of
the Amazon home page. Keywords can be a single word like “toaster” or a string of words like
“lightweight vest.” Keywords are how Amazon organizes products and how customers find
them.

4

Headline Search Ads: How to Get Started Tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tY3pmgxrFyg
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Long Tail Keywords – Long Tail keywords are long specific strings of keywords. “Extra length
outdooring gardening hose” is an example of a long tail keyword. Customers who use long tail
keywords know exactly what they are looking for and if they find the item they’re searching for
they are likely to purchase it when compared to casual browsing shoppers.
CPC (Cost per Click) Marketing – Cost per Click Marketing refers to a popular online ad
placement business model. In this model, advertisers are only charged for the ad placement
when the ad itself is clicked on. This often involves a bidding process. CPC Marketing is
common on the internet and used by multiple online advertising agencies, Google AdWords and
Amazon Marketing Services.
Keywords Bidding – Keyword bidding pertains mostly to Amazon Sponsored Product
Campaigns. Sellers place bids against other sellers on keywords their Amazon customers are
searching. If you bid the highest price for that keyword, your ad shows up when someone
searches the keyword. You only are charged the bidden amount if the customer clicks on the ad
and travels to your product detail page. This term will be explored in further detail in the
sponsored “product campaigns” section.
Amazon Categories – Amazon’s marketplace is divided up into categories like kitchen, home
and garden and outdoors. These categories help organize products on Amazon. Certain
categories are more crowded than others, resulting in more expensive advertising costs.
See all Amazon.com sales categories here: https://services.amazon.com/services/soa-approvalcategory.html
Conversion Rate – Conversion rate is the percentage of visitors visiting your product detail page
that go on to purchase the product (number of purchases/page visits). This ratio is important for
analyzing advertising and your listings quality.
ACoS ( Average Cost of Sales) – ACoS stands for average total advertising cost to acquire a
single sale. This ratio is a great way to measure your advertising efficiency when you use
Amazon Marketing Services. ACoS can be found by taking (keyword bid amount/conversion
rate). By diving (ACoS/sale price) advertising cost as a percentage of sale amount.

Next Steps
Goat Consulting offers Amazon Marketplace business services to brands and manufacturers
selling on the Amazon.com marketplace. Whether you are just expanding to the Amazon
channel or you have been selling for some time but are in need of some assistance, we are
here for you. We hope that after reading this white paper you have a better understanding about
the opportunity of selling on Amazon and you are able to confidently analyze which business
model works best for your business. If you have any questions regarding this white paper or
anything Amazon related, please reach out to us at https://www.goatconsulting.com/contact-us
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Notes
This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents Goat Consulting’s
current product offerings and practices as of the date of issue of this document, which are
subject to change without notice. Customers are responsible for making their own independent
assessment of the information in this document and any use of Goat Consulting’s products or
services, each of which is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, whether express or
implied. This document does not create any warranties, representations, contractual
commitments, conditions or assurances from Goat Consulting, its affiliates, suppliers or
licensors. The responsibilities and liabilities of Goat Consulting to its customers are controlled
by Goat Consulting agreements, and this document is not part of, nor does it modify, any
agreement between Goat Consulting and its customers. Amazon® and Amazon.com® are
Registered Trademarks of Amazon.com. Goat Consulting is an independent consulting firm and
is not affiliated with, owned by, nor endorsed by Amazon.com.
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